A game of spying fun for 1-3 players aged 6 years and up!
A journey by car or train can seem endless and can quickly
become boring! Car Bingo helps time pass quickly. While they
are trying to ind the pictures shown on the bingo cards, the
players forget how long they have been travelling.
Instead of numbers, they look for pictures which can be found
in the countryside they are travelling through. As soon as a
player has ive pictures in a row he calls BINGO and wins the
game.

Contents:
3 pens
6 washable playing cards
(wipe clean with a cloth)
1 set of playing instructions

Aim of the game:
The irst player to cross out 5 pictures in a horizontal, vertical or
diagonal row is the winner of the round.

How to play:
The Bingo cards are divided into four different categories: „In
the mountains“, „At the sea“, „In the city“ and „In the country“. Before you start, you should choose which Bingo cards
match the countryside you are travelling through. Each player
gets the same card and a pen.
The game can begin. The players all try simultaneously to ind
one of the pictures in the surrounding countryside. If a player
inds it, he calls out the name and points to where he has discovered the picture motif.
If the „travel group“ agrees, the discoverer may cross out
the corresponding square on his Bingo card. Then the search
continues until the next motif is found. Play continues until a
player has completed a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row of
pictures. Now all the player has to do is call “BINGO” out loud
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and he is the winner.
Immediately after the game, the crosses on the Bingo cards
are wiped off with a cloth so that the cards can be used for the
next round of Car Bingo.
Single player: This game can also be played on your own. The
aim is then to cross out a complete row of pictures before the
journey is over. And it is a good exercise to train the powers of
observation as well.

Special rules:
- If several objects are visible at the same time, the
player who saw it irst may cross it out on his card
(e.g. pylons, birds, etc.)
- Pictures on signs or placards may be used.
- If a motif is discovered by several players at the same time,
all players may cross it out on their cards.
Caution: Please do not put the pens in your mouth.
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